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Abstract

approach has been suggested by Kashyap[4J for
speaker identificationwhen the number of speakers
is large. The clustering approach is analogous to
the hierarchical classifier approach given by
Kulkarni[5].

Design of speaker identificationsystems for a

10) with a high
of
has
evolved
over
the past few
degree accuracy
years. A sequential identificationtechnique gives
better results when the number of speakers is
large. This scheme is implementedas a decision
tree classifier in which the final decision is made
only after a predetermined number of stages. The
error rate could be controlled consistent with the

small number of speakers (around

In the sequentialapproach, each class is individually tested using features taken one at a time

and then either acceptedfor further testing or
rejected depending on the vaiue of the test statistics [6]. The threshold for acceptance is fixed
depending on the accuracy needed. This is continued till a single class remains in the accepted
category. In a hierarchical scheme, a particular
class is identified or rejected only after a predetermined number of stages (determinedby the
class in qtIestion) whereas in a sequential scheme,
any class may be accepted or rejected at any
stage. Computational considerations make sequential classifier impractical when the number of
classes is large. The hierarchical classifier
could be implementedas a decision tree in which
the number of terminal nodes is equal to the number of classes. Here it is assumed that the classes
tend to form natural clusters and this assumption
is open to question. Even if it is assumed that the
classes are linearly separable, when sufficient
number of features are used, there may not be any
tendencyamong them to form clusters with respect to some subset of features. Instead, a Gaussian or uniform assumptionon the feature distribution seems to be better suited, So, a sequential
decision scheme which does not make any such
assumptions is expectedto give better results.

features selected. This paper describes a 2-stage
decision tree classifier implemented on a HP
Fourier analyser system for identificationof 30
speakers. The scheme proceeds as follows. At
the first stage of the decisiontree the population
under considerationis reduced by a factor of 3
with high degree of accuracy, and at the second
stage, the scheme available
speaker identi-

for ten

fication is used. The computational savings and
performance achieved are compared with that
obtained in a single stage classifier.

I Introduction
Speaker identificationsystems for a small
number of speakers (say 5-10) have been successfully designed over the past few years [1]. But
when these systems have to be designed for a
large number of speakers, the classification
schemes, which work satisfactorily for a small
number of speakers, oftenfail. Firstly, the identification error increases monotonically with the
number of speakers [2, 3]. Secondly, the computational time for the identificationtask increases
linearlyas the numberof speakers. We can look
at the speaker identificationproblem as a multiclass pattern recognitionproblem. A popular way
of solving this is by using a multistage classification scheme. In fact, when the number of classes
is large, for example, as in a recognitionscheme
for 100 speakers, multistage schemes seem to be
the only solution. There are two approaches to
multistage pattern recognition; (i) Clustering
approachand (ii) sequential approach. In the
clustering approach, it is assumed that samples
from the classes form a number of nonoverlapping
clusters in a particular feature space. This

II Sequential Methods

In this section, it will be proved that a sequential method could be used for identificationwith

any accuracy consistent with the features selected.
Let the number of classes be very large so that w
can be taken as a continuous variable, w. Let x be
the feature, which is assumed to be a scalar;
p(xI w), the class conditional density function of
the feature a; and p(x), the density function of
feature a over the entire feature space. Equal a
priori probabilities for each class are

assumed.
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Lemma: (a) Let (i) the class conditional distribution of the feature x be normal cvith different
means and the same variance; i.e. p(xl w)(p.,.2);
and (ii) Let the feature x over the entire feature
space be uniformlydistributed. Then the a positenon probability density of class w is normally
distributed, i.e. p(wx) is normal.
(b) Let (i) be the same as in case (a), and
(ii) the feature when considered over the whole
feature space be normally distributed; i.e.
p(x)-.'N(a,K). Then, the a posteriori probability
density of class w is normal.

Theorem: We assume (i) of lemma to be true and
(ii) to be either of the two possibilities (a) and (b).
We further assume that the rejection probability
is a constant, q. Then the fraction of classes that
have to be considered is a constant, when consi-

dered as a functionof the observed feature, x, if
(ii) is as in (a) of lemma and is a nonlinear fanction of x, if (ii) is as in (b) of lemma.

Proof: By Bayes rule,
p(wlx)= p(xlw) p(w) -a.p(xjwp(w)
p(x)

(1)

Proof: From lemma, p(w]x),—.iN(x,q-. The pro
bability of rejecting a correct class is q. We want

since p(x) is constant for a given x. Let p(w) be
the probabilitydensity functionfor the classes w;
i.e. probabilitydensity of the class having mean p.
Since all the class conditional densities have the
same variance,2, the probability density of picking a class with mean i. is p(x) itself.

the fraction of classes that has to be consideredas
a function of the feature x so that the rejection

error is q.

-WLA

i.e. p(wIx)'.'N(x,2)

For case (b), the proof is similar to the one
given in Duda and Hart[7J in a different context.

1

1

coLAc

p(wlx)=a.p(xlw).p(w) where

(l//K) exp l/2[(i_a)/KI21 ; Therefore,

=

p(wjx)dHp(x)dx

pW

Substitutin

=at

[i/+

1/K2}+2[x/2+a/K2']}) /2 (2)
{(_
since functions of a. and x are constants (2) is a
normal densityfunction. So we put
p(x) =

[l/f23]

and 32=O2K2/(2+K2)
and p(wx),-N(o,

comes

p(x)dxl_q

the value of p(wlx), the above expres-

[l/

]/ d

p(x) dx

'

)exp(-y2/23

-

dx

dYJP(x)

since the terms inside the square brackets are
independent of x, we get

(X/r

(l//)

(4)

(5)

).

1

put (i_x)/ty y. Then the above expression be-

(3)

Combining eqn.(3) and e,n.(2) and solving for
and fI, we get

exp(-y2/Z)dy

lq

(7)

From eqn(7), we can conclude that is deter—
mined by the rejection rate q alone (asis a

If K2>>?, (which is valid since K2 is the
variance of x for all classes which is much larger
and
compared to the vanianceO—2), we get
and

p(wx)dp.

)

exp
=a".exp

(6)

where A is the region over which p(wlx) is sufficiently small so that eqn.(6) is true. Since p(wjx)
has a constant variance,6-2, the region A is nothing but the interval (..co, x-X)U(x+X,co), where ),
is determined by q by the following relation.

p(wlx) = p(x]w).p(w).a = p(xjw)

p(wlx)=a(l//

J

p(wx)di p(x)dx q ,

So, p(w) is uniform when p(x) is uniform and
p(w) is gaussian when p(x) is gaussian. As a result, in case (a),

p(w)=

The above lemma suggests a way to proceed
sequentiallyfor identification. A sub class could
be selected from the total number of classes after
observing the feature x so that the error of rejecting a correct class is as small as we choose. The
theorem below expresses the fraction of classes
that have to be considered for further testing when
the rejection error is fixed.

constant).

0x

Let Cix) denote the numberof classes picked
up when the observed value of feature is x. i.e.
C(x) is the set of all those w for which p(wlx).

p(wjx)(l/J ) exp_[(L_x)/rJ2/23
296

orC(x)
So,
=

This scheme could be represented as a decision
tree, but the tree structure cannot be rigid as with
the conventional decision tree classifiers [5]. The

[wJp(wlx).A
the fraction of classes falling in C(x)f(x)

p(w) dp. =

AC

p(w) dp.i.e. f(x)

[p(wIx)X}

p(w)d

classes that have to be consideredafter observing
the pitch vary with the observed value. The structure of the
depicted fig.1. But the
separation of the subclass is very easy as the
speakers are selected for further testing if their
mean pitch falls on a particular interval of the
pitch axis. After the subclass(wi, wi-fl,... w3is
obtained, the scheme in[8] may be used to identify
the particular speaker.

(8)

tree is as

x-X

If p(w) is a constant, i.e. a uniform density,
then f(x) is also a constant. If p(w) is any other
density, f(x) is a functionof the observed feature,
x. When p(w) and hence p(wlx) is normally
distributed,
x+X

f(x)

(l/K)exp&[(-a)/K]2}.

= y, then,f(x)

Y2

The code word selected was "MUM11 as the
speaker discriminating capacity for the word"MUM'
using autocorrelation as the feature vector is well

Put (x-a)/K

(l/J) yl exp(_y2/2)dy

erf(y2)-erf(y1), where

in

The reference pattern for each
vector is obtained by collecting 10 repetitions of
the word "MUM11 computing the normalized autocorrelation and the average pitch for each utterance and taking the aver'age. The data set was of
25 utterances for each speaker and the remaining
15 utterances were used for testing the system.
established[8].

= (x_) ..a)/K,

y = (x+A-ct)/Kand erf(y)=(l/V)-wexp (_zZ/2)dz(9)
We can observe that the fraction of classes to
be considered is a functionof in both the above
cases; i.e., it depends upon the rejection probability that could be tolerated. For a given rejection
probability, depends upon the variancea and
from eqn.(9), we can conclude that f(x) for a given
rejection probability depends on the ratio between
K2 and 62; which is heuristically quite satisfying.

Iii the first stage of the classifier, the average
pitch of the test utterance is taken and using the
decision tree given in fig.1. a subclass of speakers
is selected from the 30 speakers. The number in
this subclass was variable, 12 being the maximum
(at the mean a) and only one speaker at the lower
extreme (i.e. in the pitch range of 95-100). These
subclass of speakers are used in the second stage
in which a final decision is made using a minimum
Euclidean distance classifier of [8].

In a practical system, the subclass obtained

after one stage is still reduced at the second stage
by considering one more feature. This procedure
is continued till only one class is left. If the features are independent, then the probability of correct recognitionafter N such stages is PcN
is the
(l_qj).(l-qz). .(l-q) where qj' 1
probabilityof rejection error at the th stage.

IV

,j N

Speaker Identification System
The sequential method of section II is used
for designing and testing an identificationscheme
for 30 adult male speakers. A 2-stage classifier
is used. At the first stage, average pitch over a
single short utterance has been used as a feature
for identifying a subset of speakers from the 30
speakers. Pitch has been studied extensivelyas
a feature for recognition[9,l0]. The present
study shows that it can be conveniently used to get
a subset of speakers with a high accuracy. As
given by eqn.(8), the number of classes that have
to be considered is a functionof the observed
pitch x; being maximum near the mean a of the
pitch (over the entire population) and falling off as
the observed pitch is farther from the mean. At
the second stage the feature used is the long term
autocorrelation coefficients over a single code
word. In an earlier study[8] the suitability of this
feature for small population has been demonstrated.
III
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Eesults and Discussions

The results obtained by the above recognition
scheme are given in the form of the confusion
matrix in the table 1. The results for the 1-stage
recognitionscheme using autocorrelation alone
are also given for comparison directly below the
Z—stage classifier result. The zero entries in the
confusion matrix are omitted since a 30 x3O confusion matrix could not be accommodated. The
overall performance of the two stage classifier is
87% whereas that of the scheme using MUM alone
is only 68% for a population of 30.
A few comments regarding the above sequen-

tial procedure are in order. (1) In practice, any
system has to be designedand tested over a finite
data set, and hence N/L ratio becomes an important parameter in designing the system[11]. (N
number of design samples per class and L is the
dimensionalityof the feature vector). In a sequential scheme, since a subset of features is used per
stage, N/L ratio is quite high at each stage.
(2) We have used only 10 samples per class for
designing the system and the remaining 15 samples
per class for testing the system. Since the design

set was small and the test Set was independent, the
results obtained are very pessimistic, There are
other more elaborate methods for efficiently

True
speakers

making use of the available data[12}, which may

1

give still better results.

2
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TABLE 1: Confusion matrices
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87
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